
EVENT 3
4th september

experience

legs
crushed



event 3
50 SINGLE UNDER

10 WALL BALL 
50 SINGLE UNDER > MOVE 

20 WALL BALL
50 SINGLE UNDER > MOVE

30 WALL BALL
50 SINGLE UNDER > MOVE

40 WALL BALL
50 SINGLE UNDER > MOVE

50 WALL BALL 
RUN TO THE FINISH LINE

time cap: 10 min

score is time



location
FIELD a



flow
The athlete waits in the starting line. 
At the call of “3,2,1... go” he/she grabs the jumping rope 
and performs 50 single unders. Then he/she goes to the 
wall balls and performs 10 wall ball shots. 
He/She will then move the jumping rope to the next section 
(marker will be on the ground) and performs 50 single 
under. 
He/She will then return to the wall ball and performs 20 
wall ball shots. 
He/She will then move again the jumping rope to the next 
section and performs 50 single under.
He/She will then return to the wall ball and performs 30 
wall ball shots.  Athlete will continue in this fashion 2 
more rounds (40 and 50 wall ball shots).  Once they will 
complete the final 50, they will sprint across the field to 
the finish line where the time will be taken.



standard
SINGLE UNDER

The rope passes under the feet twice for each 
jump. Only successful jumps are counted, not 
attemps. The rope must spin forward for the rep 
to count. A two step off is mandatory.



standard
WALL BALL

The medicine ball must be taken from the bottom 
of a squat, hip crease below the knee, and thrown 
to hit a specified target . The rep is credited when 
the ball hits the target at or above the 
designated height. Hit the border of the target 
will NOT count. 
If the ball drops to the ground from the top , it 
cannot be caught off  the bounce to begin the 
next rep. Athletes must settle the ball on the 
ground before picking it up for the next rep.


